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Substantiating
Quality
ZEISS CONTURA expanded
the processing spectrum

Substantiating Quality
with ZEISS CONTURA

Karl Reim Werkzeugbau GmbH is well known for the
exceptional quality of its mechanical components. Now the
company’s two managing directors want proof of this in order
to turn their reduced reject rates into faster delivery times
and to bring production steps back under the company’s own
control. The proposal from ZEISS to be a pilot customer for
the newly developed ZEISS CONTURA coordinate measuring
machine could not have come at a better time.
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„This device offers so many possibilities for first-time users this is astonishing at first.“
Andreas Reim, CEO

Black on white: Thanks to ZEISS CONTURA, Stefan and Andreas Reim can now finally prove how good the quality of their parts is.

Andreas Reim measures a presetting adapter on ZEISS CONTURA.
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Karl Reim Werkzeugbau GmbH
Karl Reim Werkzeugbau was founded in 1973 by Karl Reim, who manufactured
workpieces with milling and turning machines. His son Dieter Reim, a mechanical
engineer, joined the company in 1977, and in the years to follow the company introduced CNC machining. The founder‘s grandsons Stefan (aged 37) and
Andreas (aged 40) joined in 2009 and 2013 respectively. The young entrepreneurs
represent the successful company‘s third generation of leadership.
Karl Reim Werkzeugbau manufactures both individual and small series production
components. Their product portfolio includes preset adapters for visually gauging
tooling machines, pneumatic plug gauges for automated quality inspection in
production, sealing tools for packaging machines in the pharmaceutical industry,
and components for the construction of special machines.
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